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Figure 1: Known and guessed-at interactions in nature
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We know of  only a few fundamental interactions in
nature, and one human project in physics has been
to explain everything that we observe in terms of  sim-
pler interactions. If  you look at Figure 1, as you move
down the diagram, you will find interactions that de-
scribe more and more specific circumstances. Each is
useful, but on their own they explain very little. In
the history of  science, humans have worked upward in

Figure 1, taking scientific models that appeared to be
different but were really different aspects of  the same
thing and unifying them into a single simpler theory
that explained more. For instance, the electric interac-
tion is responsible for the following everyday interac-
tions:

normal interaction The repelling squishiness of
matter as two objects push against each other is
due to two sources: (1) electric interaction involv-
ing negatively charged electron clouds around
positively charged nuclei and (2) the Pauli ex-
clusion principle—not really an interaction!—
between the electrons. Something as simple as sit-
ting in a chair involves a normal interaction. So
does air pressure and air resistance.

tensional interaction The electric bonding of  neg-
atively charged electron clouds to positively
charged nuclei creates an attractive intermolec-
ular interaction so that when a substance is
stretched by a bit, it tends to pull back together.
Parts of  a rope pull on other nearby parts of  a rope
through a tensional interaction.

elastic interaction An extreme form of  the ten-
sional interaction, in which matter changes its
shape by a lot. Springs and elastic are good ex-
amples.

frictional interaction Friction is not completely un-
derstood, but it involves the grinding together and
shearing of  irregular surfaces along each other.
Hydrocarbon molecules also play a role between
the surfaces. Something as simple as walking
across a floor requires friction.

electric interaction Electrically charged objects at-
tract or repel each other depending on whether
their charges are opposite or the same, respec-
tively. If  you have ever experienced static elec-
tricity, you know this well.
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As an example of  how the human project of  searching
for simpler explanations progressed, the magnetic in-
teraction is familiar from magnets, but it was discov-
ered in the 1800s that electric and magnetic interac-
tions are really both part of  a single electromagnetic
interaction, which is responsible for the static elec-
tric interactions already mentioned, electricity, mag-
netism, and even light (really the entire spectrum of
electromagnetic radiation). In the second half  of  the
1900s, physicists learned to describe both electromag-
netic interaction and the weak interaction (respon-
sible for many forms of  radioactive decay) by a single
theory of  the electroweak interaction.

Attempts have been made to unify the strong in-
teraction (responsible for both the nuclear interaction
that holds protons and neutrons together in the nucleus
of  an atom and for the interaction that holds quarks
together within protons and neutrons) with the elec-
troweak interaction into a single interaction. These
theories go by the name of  Grand Unified Theories,
but all of  them predict types of  matter that we haven’t
seen yet.

Also in the 1900s, physicists worked to unify the
gravitational interaction with the other types of  in-
teractions to create a so-called Theory of  Everything.
Most of  those attempts failed, but we humans have
learned a lot from the failures, and we are still at it.
In addition to the human project of  unifying interac-
tions, there is also an opposite human project of  using
these interactions to describe more and more complex
systems of  particles, everything from neutron stars to
superconductors to everyday materials. Will there ever
be an end to the human drive to organize and explain
the universe?
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